
Periodic Table Game

Objective:	 	 	

Students will demonstrate the periodic trends and identify the 
chemical families of the periodic table by labeling a provided periodic 
table.  

Materials (per team of 4):  

1 - periodic table game board
1 - set of cards with names and arrows

Advance Preparation:

Make periodic table game boards by enlarging the provided image 
and then glueing it on poster board.  The key is already included in 
the diagram.  Laminate the boards for durability.  Copy the words 
and arrows onto card stock and then cut them apart.  In order to 
help with organization, print the card sets on different colors.  Each 
team gets a different color. These sets can be stored in envelopes.  
Color coding allows for easy separation if the words and arrows get 
mixed together.

Procedure:

1.  Group students into teams.
2. Have the students, working as a team, explore by placing all the 

cards on the periodic table where they see fit.
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3. Once every team has finished, walk the students through the 
trends and families of the periodic table by going over the correct 
card placements.

4.IMPORTANT:  Prior to playing the game for a grade, allow 
students to practice as a team by following the game rules as 
many times as they wish.

Game Play!!

1. Cards are turned face down and shuffled by one person in the 
group.

2. Students are NOT allowed to talk once cards are in play.  
3. Cards are dealt one at a time in a circle, face down to all players.
4. Students are allowed to look at their own cards, but they cannot 

show their cards to anyone  else.
5. Students are not to to talk or help another student during anytime 

during official play.  Motioning answers with hands or eyes is off 
limits!

6. “A card laid, is a card played.”  Once students move to play a 
card, they must commit to that position.

7. Play progresses clockwise from the dealer.
8. If a card is played incorrectly, a second card can be laid on top of 

it. The person playing the incorrect card will lose the points.
9. Once all cards are played, all students on the team hold their 

hands up high and back away from the table.
10.Each incorrect card deducts 5 point for the student. If all students 

on the team make a 90 or higher (miss no more than 2 cards), 
everyone on the team gets a 5 point bonus. This small bonus 
provides team incentive.

11.After practicing for the big game, get students ready for the final  
assessment. Keep the room very quiet during this activity. All 
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student teams can play this game at one time. Once groups are 
ready, let them mix and deal the cards face down. Once all cards 
are dealt, begin the game.

12.After all students have backed away from the table, grade the 
games by checking card placements.  Identify incorrect cards to 
determine final scores.

Assessment:

In this cooperative learning activity, students work as a team to 
complete the game. However, they are held individually accountable 
for their cards with names and arrows that communicate their 
knowledge of structures and the blood flow. Five points are 
deducted for each card played incorrectly. (Although all cards are 
played together, students will readily volunteer information on card 
placement to determine the grades.  Students are eager to play the 
game and are successful because they are prepared.) If each team 
member makes a 90 or higher, each person on the team gets a 5 
point bonus on the final, individual score.
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